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Choose one essay question from each of the following sections.  Keep in mind that you are being 

tested for general historical and historiographical knowledge.  Give particular and different 

examples for each of the questions you choose and cite authors and works that have deepened 

your understanding of points that you raise.  Where differences of interpretation arise, evaluate 

them in light of your reading.  

 

Part I: 

1. Traditional historiography interprets the modernizing project in 19th century Ottoman 

Empire and Egypt, in particular, as an importation and emulation of European modernity. 

In what ways has the recent scholarship challenged such a view? Discuss these 

contributions by considering points of intersection and contention in both these studies 

and the modernizing projects on which they focus. 

 

2. Discuss how recent historiography came to challenge missionary and nationalist 

narratives and their interpretation of cultural imperialism. In particular discuss how these 

historians argue the ways in which cultural encounter transformed, and reshaped both the 

missionaries and the locals. 

 

3. Recent literature on the Middle East has underscored the role of sectarianism as both 

social malady and political remedy, highlighting that it is not an inherent phenomenon 

but an historical one. Do you agree or disagree with this statement? 

 

 

Part II: 

 

1. The question of temporality has been haunting historians since the formation of history as 

a discipline. Discuss the recent theoretical and historical contributions in Middle East 

Studies that have challenged this (Post) Enlightenment notion of homogenous empty 

time.  

 

2. What it means to be modern has been a central theme in Middle East Studies as of late. 

This question has not been easy especially when engaging the question of the secular and 

the religious especially in the context of a secularizing modern nation-state.   


